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Fratmen.TV  Real college jocks and 
  athletes in sizzling hot 
              solo scenes

Full photo sets

Full length
streaming
movies

Live chat shows
with the Fratmen
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What’s Inside:

Thank you for picking up the Jan/Feb 2008 issue of 
the JustUsBoys.com Magazine!  Starting a new year 
is all about fresh starts and new discoveries.  This 
issue is packed with both.

Who better to be our first center spread of the year 
than 2008 Raging Stallion “Man-of-the-Year” Steve 
Cruz.  It’s a captivating and compelling interview 
with a man that is much more than a pornstar.  He’s 
a safe-sex educator and advocate for drug abuse 
prevention among the gay community.

Also in this issue, we interview Michael Brandon, 
the production manager of the masterpiece, Grunts.  
Michael didn’t hold back as he told us about his 
past demons in prison and flying high on crystal 
meth.  It’s an interview that shows how real the 
world of porn really can be.

Masturbation has been around since biblical times,  
but we wanted to share with you some of the 
newer toys that make self-gratification more enjoy-
able.  Don’t miss this exciting review on the hottest 
toys made to get you off.  Of course, we wanted to 
give our readers something more so we brought in 
our hot cover model, Jackson Wild, to test out the 
Fleshjack.  Read the article, check out the hot pho-
tos and then be sure you visit JustUsBoys.com for 
an exclusive hardcore video of Jackson and his toy.

2008 is going to be a great year in the world of porn 
and without further ado, some new discoveries...

- Jackson Wild -
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A captivat-
ing look into 
the life of  a 
man on a 
noble mission 
–Steve Cruz.
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http://www.randyblue.com


Sebastian Bonnet is, in the words of his first screen-partner, Lukas Ridgeston, “al-
ways in good spirits, easy-going and genuinely fun to be with.” The summer after he 
turned 18 he entered the world of gay porn by filming two scenes in Bel Ami’s Frisky 
Summer 2 and The English Student. He currently works full-time with Bel Ami in the 
post-production unit in several different capacities. He was the second cameraman 
for most of the Personal Trainers episodes and for some of the latest Bel Ami feature 
videos. With Dano Sulik, he has trained many of the second generation models at 
Bel Ami. Gradually expanding his talents, he learned many of Bel Ami’s behind-the-
scenes crafts. He pre-edits all Bel Ami’s major videos. From the hours of raw footage, 
he organizes the different camera angles of the scenes into a logical sequence so 
George Duroy can find all the footage he needs to actually edit the films. For a few 
years Sebastian filmed most of the casting auditions. Now he has “graduated” into 
filming and directing his own episodes for the Bel Ami Website’s Exclusive line of 
videos. 

When not busy working, Sebastian loves to travel and explore new and exotic plac-
es around the globe.  During the summer months he can be found playing Squash, 

and he hits the slopes, in the 
winter, throughout Europe to 
Ski.  At 29 years of age, he is 
quick to point out that he is 
bi-sexual and completely en-
joys sex with both men and 
women.  As they say…”Two 
of a kind, beats a straight all 
the time!”  Firmly rooted in his 
family and work life, Sebastian 
takes his fame in stride and is 
one of the most relaxed and 
effaceable porn stars I have 
ever interviewed. — Gio

Gio’s extensive interview 
with Sebastian Bonnet can 
be found on our website.  
Use the following link to 
read it in its entirety:
JustUsBoys.com/mag/47
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Sebastian BonnetBelow the Belt with Bel Ami Superstar

http://JustUsBoys.com/mag/47
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Are you looking to start out 2008 with a bang?  
We  can help ou with that! JustUsBoys will be 
giving away PlayGirl Stud Zone 2008 Wall 
Calendars throughout the entire month of 
January. 

This calendar is packed with some of the hottest 
male models PlayGirl has to offer. Log on to
our site using the link
 JustUsBoys.com/mag/48  to see
more of Sean Patrick and
enter for your chance to
win a FREE copy of
this sexy
calender.

http://JustUsBoys.com/mag/48
http://www.nextdoorbuddies.com
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 tMOVIE REVIEW:  Auditions 20 – Florida Part 2 

The premise behind the Auditions series from Lucas Entertain-
ment is simple enough: Newbies wishing to break into studio 
porn get “broken in” by Michael Lucas and his merry band of 
exclusive models and veteran performers. Usually these “audi-
tions” take place in New York (as Lucas Entertainment has be-
come synonymous with some of the best porn New York has 
to offer) but every now and then they take a field trip, and 
Auditons 18 and 20 taking place in beautiful Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida. Michael and his exclusives Jonathan Vargas and Luke 
Stevens enjoy the sun and the hottest Floridian manflesh! The 
first scene features Stevens getting fucked by big-dicked bad boy 
Angelo DiMarco. Angelo cums in Luke’s mouth with Luke lap-

ping up every drop. The second scene features Michael himself plowing the hell out of smooth 
dreamboat Dallas Reeves. The classically handsome Reeves more than holds his own opposite 
Michael Lucas. Then two newbies (Eli Duran and Eric Cordova) audition each other for the 
cameras. The oral action in this scene is extensive with plenty of cocksucking, ass-eating and 
69ing. Scene 4 features Vargas masterfully topping hunky twink West Dawson, with the finale 
being industry vet Trey Rexx popping Nick Moretti’s Lucas Entertainment cherry. 

BOTTOM LINE: Get this DVD for the first two scenes. Stevens and DiMarco explode, with the 
Reeves/Lucas scene being worthy of a bigger-budget production.

See this movie by visiting JustUsBoys.com/mag/49

http://JustUsBoys.com/mag/49
http://www.clubjeremyhall.com
http://www.cockyboys.com
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 tMOVIE REVIEW:  Endless Crush

Recently Falcon Entertainment signed a real-life couple, Jordan 
and Aden Jaric, and stated that they were going to be having sex 
with only each other onscreen, which is definitely unique for a 
big-budget gay porn studio. Endless Crush is their debut film. 
The story is somewhat of a sequel to the Falcon film The Crush, 
and tells the story of 5 friends (Mason Wyler, Todd Welch, Kurt 
Wild, and the Jarics) who take a vacation together in the woods. 
Aden has a secret crush on Jordan and wants to hook up with 
him again (they had already had a drunken hook-up on the 4th 
of July). The first scene features Kurt Wild  getting pounded by 
Brad Star. Then the Jarics sneak off in the woods to urinate, only 

to spy on Cole Ryan plowing Steven Ponce. The Jarics both jack off (separately) while that goes 
on. Then there is a poolside fourgy with Wyler, Falcon Exclusive Tristan Jaxx, Welch, and Falcon 
legend Colby Taylor (who was in the original Crush movie as well). The finale features Aden and 
Jordan finally hooking up and doing what they do best.

BOTTOM LINE: Wyler proves that he is definitely a superstar, and the Star/Wild pairing cer-
tainly doesn’t lack for chemistry. But it’s the Jarics scene that shows us not just chemistry, but 
actual LOVE in their eyes. That alone makes this movie a must-buy.

See this movie by visiting JustUsBoys.com/mag/50

http://JustUsBoys.com/mag/50
http://pridebucks.com/external.php?page=sites&nats=
http://www.activeduty.com
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ANTTON HARRI
anttonharri.info

Colt Studio god Antton Harri’s 
site is just as hot as the muscle 
stud himself. In addition to his 
bio and stats, you can also see 
drool worthy galleries, hot vid-
eos, and find contact informa-
tion to book the stud for a live 
appearance. 

CLUB JEREMY HALL  clubjeremyhall.com
Jeremy Hall is a Canadian hottie, who has worked with some of the biggest com-
panies (like Channel 1 Releasing, Falcon Entertainment, and Studio 2000) and 
some of the biggest stars (like Pierre Fitch, Brent Everett, and Mason Wyler). The 
tag line to his website says it all: “REAL JOCKS FUCK.” Log on and join up to see 
Jeremy and his friends hook up in all kinds of athletic scenarios.

porN stars
TALVIN DEMACHIO
talvindemachio.com

Talvin DeMachio has been in 
the industry for quite some 
time, and continues to be in 
demand when other pornstars 
who started when he did have 
long since disappeared. He 
updates his site regularly with 
new photos for his  fans.

DIMITRI SANTIAGO
dimitrisantiago.com

Dimitri Santiago is a New York 
papi who has shot for a few dif-
ferent companies and is a big 
star in the Latino market. His 
site features loads of photos, and 
also gives his fans information 
on contacting him and pointing 
them to the best places to pur-
chase his steamy videos.

http://www.clubjeremyhall.com
http://www.antonharri.info
http://talvindemachio.com
http://dimitrisantiago.com
http://www.maledvd.net
http://www.blakemason.com
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 tCHARITY FOCUS:  MAGNET SF

Magnet is a facility in San Francisco that 
provides services for gay men. Their ap-
proach is unique in the respect that they 
seek to take care of the mind as well as the 
body. In addition to providing all kinds of 
health services (such as testing and treat-
ment for Syphilis, Chlamydia, and Gon-

orrhea, as well as Hepatitis A and B vaccinations) they also provide services like 
mental health counseling, drug abuse counseling, hypnotherapy, acupuncture, 
and massage! Located smack dab in the middle of the Castro, it’s also a great 
place to just come and hang out (and cruise, they provide free Internet access). 
The website is also really cute and has all kinds of fun articles like how to properly 
manscape, how to tell if you are prejudiced, tips and tools if you are new to San 
Francisco, and even a handy-dandy guide to assplay! (Gotta love that.) In addition 
to that, they have a monthly listing of all of the special events that they have like 
parties, art showings and open mic nights. Also on the website, you can make a 
tax-free donation, and even see how you can volunteer your time.   For more in-
formation, please visit their website at magnetsf.org

http://www.magnetsf.org
http://www.boykakke.com
http://www.collegedudes247.com
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How long have you 
two been togeth-

er? JS&GP: Since Janu-
ary 17, 2007.

And how did you guys 
meet? JS: I stalked him 
on MySpace a little bit, 
and then we had mutu-
al friends in Dallas. I just 
saw him out at the clubs 
and I found out that he 
became single and I 
went after him. GP: And 
I accepted. (laughs)

So did you keep track 
of his relationship sta-
tus before you actually 
met him? JS: Yeah be-
cause all his boyfriends 
were ugly! GP: WHAT?!? 
He was going out with 
someone too; I kind of stole 
him away from the guy that 
he was kind of talking to.

When you guys first saw 
each other was it love at first 
sight? JS: I think in my case it 
was. I think that he just want-
ed a piece of ass.

And did he get some that 
first night? GP: Yeah. (all 
laugh)

What was the first thing 
that you noticed about each 
other? JS: His tan, his arms, 
his eyes, and his smile. GP: His 
ass. (giggles)

What is a typical day like 
for you two as a couple? JS: 
I wake up very cranky. GP: 
Yeah, he wakes up cranky so 
I’m usually the one that gets 
up first and let him get up by 
himself. I do things before he 
wakes up so he can come out 
of that sleepy stage. Some-
times he sleeps in all day. JS: I 
stay in bed a lot.

Well it’s a good thing that 
you made a profession out of 
it, isn’t it? JS: (laughs) Right! 
Then we go tanning and we 
go to the gym, go out to eat 
dinner, and run errands.  GP: 
We love little car rides togeth-
er. JS: And lying down in bed 
together is our favorite time 
of day. 

Are you two in an 
open or closed rela-
tionship?  JS: We are in 
a closed relationship, 
but we have our fun.

Care to elaborate on 
that, Guy? GP: We 
have our fun. (sheep-
ishly) Others can play 
WITH us.

What is the most ro-
mantic thing that you 
two have ever done 
for each other? JS: I 
thought that it was ro-
mantic when we went 
back to Kentucky to 
visit my family. We 

went 4-wheel riding and 
had sex on the 4-wheeler 
out in the middle of the 
woods. GP: We had to go 
back to get lube! (laughs) 
It was hot, but it was fun-
ny because his parents 
didn’t know what we 
were doing.

So you went 4-wheel rid-
ing with the whole fam-
ily? GP: No! ha-ha We left 
them at home. They just 
knew that we were going 
to go 4-wheel riding. We 
went on this property 
that is out there in the 
middle of nowhere, and 
fucked by a tree on the 
4-wheeler.

Was it scary? GP: It was 
hot. No, not the fucking, the 
4-wheel riding, because I 
just picture the two of you 
and it being like Alicia Silver-
stone’s character in Clueless 
when she gets on the free-
way and starts freaking out. 
GP: Oh no, when Jesse was 

JustUsBoys had the opportunity to touch base with 
one of the cutest couples to take the porn world by 
storm: Jet Set/Cockyboys.com dual exclusive Jesse 
Santana and his boyfriend Guy Parker. 

R
E
A

COUPLE

Guy

Jesse
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pulling the 4-wheeler out, he 
accidentally hit the gas too 
hard and he overturned it. He 
flipped it on himself. It was 
funny. I laughed. 

What is the one thing about 
each other that can some-
times be annoying? GP: His 
attitude. JS: His ditziness.

OK, and what is your favor-
ite thing about one another? 
JS: His innocence and naïveté’, 
his childlike personality. I 
think it’s cute sometimes. 
GP: The cutest thing about 
Jesse is the way his little nose 
twitches and stuff he does all 
the time. It’s so cute. It’s like, 
“Awww…”

What do you feel is the key 
to a successful relationship? 
JS: I think that one thing you 
can’t do is look for things 
you like in other people. You 
can’t compare what you have 
to anybody else. If you end a 
good thing then it’s just go-
ing to happen over and over 
again. So if you’ve got a good 
thing you better find a way to 
keep it. GP: Same.

Does the fact that you are 
both in the adult industry 
help or hurt your relation-
ship? Is it easier that you 
both do the same thing and 
know what the other is go-
ing through, or is it more dif-
ficult due to jealousy issues 
and things like that? Or a lit-

tle bit of both? JS: I think that 
some couples where both are 
in the industry definitely have 
difficulty with it. Us both be-
ing in the industry doesn’t af-
fect us at all, really. It’s just fun 
for us. We have our fun with 
it, we’re not going to take it 
too seriously and let it affect 
us. It’s just more fun things 
that we get to do together. 
GP: Before I started in porn I 
was like, “I’ll never date a porn 
star!” I thought, “It’s not work. 
You’re not really working,” or 
whatever. But then I found 
out that it’s actually a LOT of 
work to fuck on camera!

How influential was Jesse in 
your decision to start in the 
business, Guy? GP: Uh, I actu-
ally went with him to be with 
him on a shoot. It was Bottom 
Of The Ninth: Little Big League 
III from Chi Chi LaRue and 
Doug Jeffries. I guess Chi Chi 
found out that I had never 
done a video before, and I was 
thinking about doing porn. 
Chi Chi said, “You have to!”

How long do you guys see 
yourselves staying in the in-
dustry? JS: I don’t really like to 
put a time limit on it. Maybe 
2 more years? GP: I’m just 
getting started. JS: There are 
other plans. There are other 
things that are happening for 
us. GP: We have a business 
that we are about to start.

See more of Jesse and Guy at 
JustUsBoys.com/mag/51

 
 
 
p. 26 photo courtesy 
cockyboys.com

p. 27 and 28 photos courtesy 
GioPhotography.com

http://JustUsBoys.com/mag/51
http://www.amateurstraightguys.com
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The Diary Of Blair
blairxxx.blogspot.com

Blair Mason (not to be confused with Tory Mason or Tyler Mason) is an adorable 
pornstar that makes Las Vegas his home. He is frighteningly intelligent and well-spo-
ken for a 19-year-old, and his views not just on politics, but his own feelings and emo-
tions, are not only fascinating, but impressive as well.

Confessions of a Socialite Extraordinaire 
 jonathanrchang.blogspot.com

Jonathan Chang has often been referred to as West Hollywood’s version of a male 
Paris Hilton. (Is that a compliment?) But honestly, he is the real deal. This heir is “on 
the list” to every single gay club and press event in town. Nowadays his blog focuses 
mainly on upcoming events and charity fundraisers, but a quick scan through the 
archives will reveal some details about tete-a-tetes and WeHo showdowns. Nothing 
like a good catfight, MEOW!

Blogs we love

http://www.blairxxxblogspot.com
http://www.jonathanrchang.blogspot.com
http://8teenboy.com
http://www.miamiboyz.com
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Speaking of Raging Stal-
lion, I would be remiss if I 
did not congratulate you  
on being named the 2008 
Raging Stallion Man of the 
Year! (Big Smile) It was some-
thing that I really wanted 
and worked hard for, so I was 
thrilled when they honored 
me with that title.  It was be-
yond my wildest dreams, and 
I am now getting out on the 
road more and helping to 
promote the studio.

I have been to your Website 
(SteveCruzXXX.com) and 
your Blog. I must say they 
are great and it is very gen-
erous of you to give your 
fans free access.  Speaking 
of being generous; please 
tell me about your current 
volunteer efforts and your 
efforts to promote safe sex 
through your “How I Roll” 
campaign. Before I started 
doing porn, I did some work 
in the public health sector.  I 
am a designer and a lot of my 
clients were non-profits and 
the central focus of my work 
has been STD and HIV aware-
ness and prevention. I am 
also very focused on crystal 
meth prevention.  I am very 
passionate about this work. I 
think the experience of losing 
a good friend at a 
relatively young 
age left an indel-
ible mark on me, 
and I feel a call-
ing to give back 
to the community 
in whatever way I 
can.  

Now that I am 
doing porn, I feel 
like I am a living 
example of sexual  
politics.  I am on 
the front line and 
in the high risk 
group because I 
am a highly sexu-
ally active person 
both on and off 
screen.  So I want 

to use my name and image 
to help raise awareness and 
hopefully prevent someone 
from making the wrong deci-
sion when it comes to sex.  I 
think this work is very relevant 
right now because so many 
gay men are experimenting 
with bareback sex or doing it 
exclusively and for some odd 
reason it has become almost 
fashionable.

I do not know what came first, 
the bareback film or the prac-
tice of bare-backing in peo-
ple’s personal lives.  Unfortu-
nately, they both seem to fuel 
each other right now and it 
seems the sales of bareback 
films are at an all time high, 
and I think it is tragic.  Now 
is the time to raise aware-
ness and hopefully turn this 
dangerous behavior around 
before we have another epi-
demic on our hands.  I speak 
to many young men and I 
am amazed at how ignorant 
they are when it comes to 
understanding what we went 
through at the onset of the 
AIDS crisis in this country.  
They do not know what it is 
like to almost lose an entire 
generation of people. I do not 
think they would be taking 
the risks they currently are, if 

they had the right history and 
education of the risk factors 
associated with bareback sex.

I am creating a website “How I 
Roll” which launches in Janu-
ary and I have partnered with 
the Stop Aids Project to pro-
vide STD, HIV and Drug in-
formation in an effort to give 
people the right information 
to make up their own minds.  
I am not preaching, but rather 
providing factual information 
to gay men in an effort to help 
them make smart decisions.  I 
am hopeful that if you are an 
HIV negative person and you 
are given the facts; you are 
going to want to wrap it up 
every single time you have 
sex.  The site is not just for 
negative men, it also has very 
important information for the 
positive community as well.

I applaud you for your ef-
forts in promoting safe 
sex practices and being an 
advocate for this very im-
portant subject.  Let’s talk 
about the big Epic Film by 
Raging Stallion this year, 
Grunts.  Tell me about your 
experience on this project. 
This movie is as close to a Hol-
lywood movie as I will ever 
get.  We went out to central 
California to a ranch and re-
created a boot camp.  The 
movie action was very intense 
and I play one of the Grunts 
going through basic train-
ing.  A few of the guys in the 
cast were from the military, so 
they brought a very realistic 
element to the basic train-
ing scenes and we all were 
put through our paces film-
ing those scenes.  During the 
day, it was 100 plus degrees 
outside while we were film-
ing the training scenes and at 
night we would shoot the sex 
scenes.  It was a very grueling 
filming experience, but also 
very fun!  I have not seen the 
final edited version yet, but 
I know that the scenes were 
very hot and I was at the top 

JustUsBoys has the exclusive interview 
with 2008’s Raging Stallion “Man-of-the-
Year”, Steve Cruz. Prepare to redefine what 
you think of gay porn stars with this capti-
vating look into the life of a man on a noble 
mission.

Your first two movies were Lords of the Jun-
gle and Mirage for Raging Stallion. Initially, 
you decided not to sign on as an exclusive 
with Raging Stallion and you did work for 
other studios as well.  Why did you choose 
the non-exclusive route at the beginning 
of your porn career? Politically, I needed to 
stay independent for the first couple months 
of getting into the business.  One of my very 
good friends is Brian Mills at Titan Media and 
he had been trying to get me to do porn for 
many years.  The opportunity with Raging 
Stallion made sense to me, but I also wanted to 
work with my good friend Brian Mills because 
he is a genius director.  As soon as I got home 
from shooting Lords of the Jungle in Hawaii, I 
called Brian and told him I had finally decided 
to do porn and I had just shot my first movie 
for Raging Stallion.  Thankfully, he was very 

happy that I got my feet wet 
with Raging Stallion so that 
when I came to Titan I would 
be better prepared for what it 
is like to shoot a scene.

What did you film with Titan 
Media?  I got cast in H2O and 
I was able to fulfill a fantasy 
of mine because my scene 
partner was Francois Sagat!  
At that time, Francois was my 
ultimate fantasy man. If some-
one had asked me to pick 
anyone out of all the male 
porn stars that I wanted to 
work with, it would have been 
him. Thankfully, I had filmed 
my scenes for Raging Stallion 
first because I was much less 
nervous shooting H2O and I 
was fully prepared to have a 
totally hot scene with Francois 
Sagat!

Aside from Titan, you also 
got to work with the amaz-
ing Chi Chi LaRue.  Tell me 
how that came to be. Well, 
after I filmed my first three 
films, I approached Collin 
O’Neal and asked him if he 
could possibly introduce me 
to Chi Chi LaRue because I 

loved her work and really wanted to work with 
her.  I submitted my photos to her and she cast 
me right away in When Bears Attack. Immedi-
ately after wrapping up Mirage for Raging Stal-
lion, I was on a plane to LA to shoot with her.  
She liked my performance in When Bears Attack 
and then cast me in LINK, her big film for 2007.  
I am so happy that she and I hit it off so well 
and we have established a great friendship.

After working for the other studios inde-
pendently, how did you end up as a Raging 
Stallion Exclusive? Lucky for me, the offer for 
me to come on board at Raging Stallion was 
still available after I did the work for other stu-
dios. At that point, I felt like I needed the stabil-
ity of a contract.  At that time, I was not with 
an agent that would advocate for me, and I felt 
I needed more focused attention and going 
exclusive with Raging Stallion would provide 
that level of stability I needed. Raging Stallion 
is a perfect fit for me and I love Chris Ward and 
Michael Brandon. Shortly after becoming an 
exclusive, I also signed on with FabScout En-
tertainment as my agent for live appearances 
and I love them.  Having both Raging Stallion 
and FabScout behind me has been great!

Steve Cruz
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of my game for this movie in 
terms of my sex scenes.  

I play one of the Ramirez 
brothers in this movie. I am 
the first to enlist and then 
later my brother enlists. We 
both become part of an ex-
perimental weapon that is 
used on us as test subjects. 
The weapon is a gas that 
makes you incredibly horny.  
It is actually loosely based 
on an experiment that our 
own government was mess-
ing around with not too long 
ago.  The US Government was 
trying to develop a chemical 
that would turn enemy sol-
diers gay (Laughs very loud)!  
As funny as that sounds, it 
works really well in this film 
and it would have to in order 
to get two brothers to have 
sex with each other.  

The central scene in the 2nd 
movie in the series called 
Brothers in Arms is about the 
Ramirez brothers hooking up 

with each other and having 
very hot sex.

Hmmm, an incest scene…
how interesting. Yeah, it 
may raise a few eyebrows in 
the red states (Laughs).  How-
ever, we are not brothers in 
real life and the plot line does 
not really define what type of 
brothers we are, so that is left 
to the viewer to decide.  The 
guy who plays my brother is 
from Europe and he is very 
hot.  His name is Orlando Toro 
and everyone says we look a 
little bit like each other.  Once 
we got our hair and mustach-
es cut the same, it was a little 
eerie how much we truly re-
semble each other.  However, 
if it were real life, I think he 
would be the good brother 
and I would be the bad broth-
er.  He tops me very well in the 
movie (Big smile).

Will we see more of you be-
ing versatile in your films 
and taking the top role as 

well? Yes, and Raging Stallion 
now knows that I can be a top 
as well.  I do my first topping 
scene in Grunts.  I was pretty 
aggressive as a top in that  
scene, and I think people 
were surprised.  However, my 
comfort level is mostly to be a 
bottom on film.

For the person out there 
thinking about purchasing 
Grunts, tell me why they 
should buy all three mov-
ies in the package deal be-
ing offered by Raging Stal-
lion? Well they are going to 
get really slamming hot sex 
by a very diverse cast of per-
formers.  You are also going 
to get realism in the overall 
story line. The basic training 
alone is very real and we got 
down and dirty shooting it. 
Also about 1/3 of the cast are 
actual prior military men who 
are fucking beautiful!

Last question, what advice 
do you have for anyone 
wanting to get into the  
gay porn industry. My best 
advice is that if you really 
want to do this work, do not 
do anything that you are un-
comfortable with and never 
compromise yourself.  If you 
do compromise yourself in 
this business you will be very 
unhappy and have a difficult 
time.  To the young guys out 
there who are getting into 
this industry; do not allow 
anyone to pressure you into 
doing bareback porn.  You 
need to value your own life 
above all else because you 
are more important than the 
movie you are making.  We 
only get one gift of life and 
you are the one in charge of 
it.

Excellent advice!  Thank 
you very much for doing 
this interview and I wish 
you continued success in all 
your future endeavors!

JustUsBoys.com/mag/52

http://toegasms.com
http://boys-pissing.com
http://jizzaddiction.com
http://boys-smoking.com
http://JustUsBoys.com/mag/52
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DAVID YOUNG USA
davidyoungusa.com

David is an exotic, multi-ethnic 
(Chinese, Malay, and British), 
muscular escort who calls Chi-
cago his home. He travels reg-
ularly around the world, and 
has his schedule and contact 
information on his site.

EROTIC MUSCLE MASSAGE  eroticmusclemassage.com
Edward is based out of San Francisco, and in addition to professional escort ser-
vices, he also offers his own signature brand of massage (which is a combination of 
Swedish, Thai, and Hawaiian Lomi Lomi techniques). His site is updated frequently 
and he always makes sure that his photos are current.

ESCORTS
FRAT BOY DC
fratboydc.com

Nick is the frat boy in ques-
tion and he is just too cute 
for words! With an adorable 
face and a tight little body, 
he prides himself on being 
a clean-cut “boy next door” 
type. He makes his home in 
Washington, DC.

DANNIEL MANNIX
dannielmannix.com

Danniel Mannix is an escort 
who lives in Boston, Massachu-
setts. His bio is quite in-depth 
(he’s a big fan of Dostoyevsky) 
and gives you lots of personal 
tidbits that you wouldn’t find 
on any other escort’s personal 
homepage.

http://eroticmusclemassage.com
http://davidyoungusa.com
http://fratboydc.com
http://dannielmannix.com
http://rentboy.com
http://dirtyboyvideo.com
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The wild and wacky blonds are at it again, this 
time talking all about their latest “discover-

ies.”

Brandon: Usually I think of discoveries as some-
thing fabulous and fun. I mean, that’s a lot of the 
time, but frankly, sometimes discoveries are frig-
gin’ scary. 

I discovered that it’s not easy to adjust to a nor-
mal working job. When I just did porn and escort-
ing, it was my own schedule and it involved a few 
hours a week of concentration. Moving into a 
daily job is hard work.

Angel: No shit. I also discovered how much work 
goes into putting a magazine together. It’s tons of 
fun, yes, but LOADS of hard work too. Get it? Gay 
porn? LOADS? I crack myself up. These are the 
jokes folks… 

Brandon: Can we “undiscover” something and put 
it back?

Angel: Oh. I think what you are talking about is 
“regret,” and girl, I discovered that recently my-
self. I try not to think about it too much though. 
Damn. Did you just get serious on me? What the 
hell?

Brandon: No, I don’t do serious. When I do, I get in 
trouble. Serious and Brandon Baker is like saying 

“Jumbo Shrimp.” How the 
heck do they go together? 
I mean, is it Jumbo or is it 
Shrimp? It hurts my head to 
think about it.

Angel: Sweetheart, you 
know I love you, but let’s 
be perfectly honest here: It 
doesn’t take much to make 
your head hurt. Does your 
face hurt? ‘Cause it’s KILL-
ING me! OH! SNAP!! Thank 
you very much ladies and 
gentlemen! We’re here all 
week...try the prime rib!

Brandon: We are talking 
about new discoveries here 
Angel. …and apparently, 
that’s nothing new to you. 
*humph*  I think of Christo-
pher Columbus when I think 
of new discoveries. He didn’t 
even know what he found, 
but he found something. 
Even though they are scary, 
it’s fun. 

Sometimes, I get lost on the roads and I discover 
new things. Affluent areas of town, ummmmm…
not so affluent areas of town… 

Angel: Well…OK…that would actually fall into 
the category of discovering how resourceful you 
can be, so that definitely applies here too.

Brandon: I have new discoveries in bed all the 
time.

Angel: Yeah, that’s called body hair dear. 

Brandon: <scowls> Well…I discover new bills all 
the time.

Angel: Ummm…if you just put off paying them 
and then all of a sudden they are due, does that 
count as a new discovery? I’m not sure, I’m going 
to have to go to the judges on this one. Survey 
says? <BUZZER> Oh, no, not on the board, sorry, 
try again. 

Angel: I discovered how much I like the music of 
The Jonas Brothers. They’re totally the Hanson of 
the new millennium. Love it.

Brandon: Who? Aren’t they the ones who got 
stuck in a whale in the Bible?

Angel: <rolls eyes> Yes dear, that’s them. Now 
drink your juice Shelby…ANYWAY, I also discov-

ered how much Republican politicians have gay 
sex. YIKES!  I bet that wasn’t a discovery for YOU 
though, was it, Mr. Vice President of Rentboy.
com?

Brandon: Even if it wasn’t I would pretend I didn’t 
understand what you were talking about. (Even 
though most of the time I really don’t.)

Angel: <deadpan> Let me put on my surprised 
face.

Brandon: You haven’t taken that face off.

Angel: Good point. Another thing I discovered is 
how addicting wikipedia is. I swear, every now and 
then I get a bug up my ass and I will spend hours 
and hours reading about crap like Godzilla or 
David Cassidy or Tahiti. It’s 
such a great resource.

Brandon: I can’t even say 
wikipedia. It sounds like a 
rice treat or something you 
would get at the foreign 
market.

Angel: Speaking of a foreign 
market, didn’t you discover 
something else recently?

Brandon: ummmmm… 
like a new hole in my body 
somewhere? I think I know 
about all of them. Wait… you mean that bubble-
gummy soda from Japan? You have to use a crazy 
tool to open it. It took me two days to figure out 
how to get the bottle open. It’s called Ramune or 
something, right? You know, that kind of stuff. 
Wikipedia it. 

Brandon: I was a little dismayed to say I discovered 
that parking tickets don’t vanish. I mean, I kinda 
thought they didn’t, but this discovery hurt…my 
pocketbook. 

Angel: What did you think, that they were some 
myth like Santa Claus or the tooth fairy? Yes Vir-
ginia, there ARE parking tickets. 

Brandon: What do you mean, myth? They are not 
real?

Angel: You also discovered how easy it is to throw 
your boyfriend through a sliding glass door. I hap-
pened to be there for THAT little “revelation.”

Brandon: I didn’t know my own strength. …and 
how much the window had none. If I meant to do 
it, it would have been much more of a production. 
You are next.

Angel: I also discovered how much I DON’T miss 
working at the mall, ESPECIALLY around the holi-
day season. Kudos to the people still doing that, 
but if I had to deal with one more retail holiday 
season I would have gone absolutely postal. Oh 
speaking of things we discover during the holi-
days, I think you may have discovered about 15 
extra pounds! Haha

Brandon: I will now discover that I didn’t hear 
you.

I like to discover new porn…or new and hot boys 
that get listed on www.rentboy.com. Now we are 
talking. 

Angel: Well, since we are getting the shameless 
plugs out of the way (and I don’t mean Burt Reyn-

olds’ hair) I will go on the record for saying that I 
LOVE it when people discover AngelBenton.com. 
That always makes me feel good.

Brandon: New discoveries are right around every 
corner. I enjoy that when I go to sleep I am able to 
recall the many new things from the day. I never 
cease to be amazed.

Angel: Any porn star discoveries that you care to 
mention?

Brandon: There is a new hot porn star discovered 
all the time. I leave that part up to Howard at Fab-
Scout. I take them down a new road after that. 
You?

Angel: Luke Riley. He’s adorable and is going to be 
huge. Just wait and see. Oh! And I recently discov-
ered how much I enjoy being a fisting top.

Brandon: I just discovered a new level of surprise. 
I don’t think so.

Angel: Calm down, I was just kidding. Anyway, I 
think it’s time we wrap this up. Thanks for reading 
folks, next show at 11:30!

Brandon and Angel:

NewDiscoveries
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actually shy and reserved, and didn’t go 
to parties and socialize because he was so 
used to being in the “straight” world, but he 
does admit that he was a big fan of the local 
adult bookstore. “I was the first one in the 
booths back when it was 25 cents a slot, and 
I was the first one with my pants down at 
that point and pulling the curtain open and 
whacking it and letting the boys come in 
and do their thing,” he told us. These initial 
encounters with other guys were also the 
first time that he realized that his penis was 
so large, because before that, he didn’t really 
have a frame of reference. Michael dubbed 
his manhood Monster.

One day back in 1989, he was reading a lo-
cal gay publication when he saw and adver-
tisement calling for XXX models, and thus a 
career was born. The first film he made was 
called Ranger Nick for In Hand Video. Mi-
chael’s, or should I say Monster’s, reputation 
preceded him, and everybody in the crew 
knew that he was “the one with the big dick” 
before he even stepped foot on the set. That 
actually intimidated Michael, but he found 
that first experience to be exhilarating…at 
first. Then things went awry. 

“They locked all the doors and 
wouldn’t allow any of us to leave,” 
he explained. “They brought us all in at the 
same time and they were going to have us 
all leave at the same time, so there were like, 
you know, 15 of us models there. We were 
all sleeping on the floors and all kinds of shit, 
in this private house. After my scene I slept 
overnight and I started to get a little bit too 
antsy so I jumped the fence and went run-
ning down the neighborhood and found the 
first Denny’s and the telephone. I called my 
agent at the time and said ‘I have no idea 
where the fuck I am. Get me out of here. 
Oh, and make sure I get paid.’ I had done my 
scene and there were three or four days left!” 
he chuckles. 

Despite that dodgy initial experience, Mi-
chael went on to make around 10 movies 

before he found himself caught up in all of 
the excesses so readily available to those in 
the adult industry, and had developed a rag-
ing crystal methamphetamine habit. “I used 
to mainline it, which means that I used to 
use needles, and I’d put it right into my sys-

tem and I’d immediately get effect. Well, 
I thought I was Superman one 
time. I went up on top of a three-story 
building and I jumped to another building. 
I saw something pretty on another rooftop 
and I wanted to go get it, so I just took one 
step backward and I just flew over. You just 

don’t think clearly,” he reflects. That drug 
habit first landed him on the streets, and 
then put him behind bars for almost 10 
years. 

Michael is quite open about his past when it 
comes to his addiction, and uses his person-
al experience to help others that are battling 
those same demons. In fact, he and a slew of 
other hot gay porn stars took part in a series 
of ads for Tweaker.org, to convince gay men 
that having hot sex without crystal meth 
is indeed possible. He practices what he 
preaches, too. This year marks 9 years that 

While on the set of Grunts, the 
latest masterpiece from Rag-
ing Stallion Studios, we were 
able to meet with gay porn 

icon Michael Brandon and discuss his long 
and varied career, as well as his personal life. 
He was extremely candid about everything 
from his recovery from crystal meth addic-
tion to his career in gay porn and escorting 
as well as finding true love and yes of course, 
all about that third leg he keeps in his pants 
that he calls Monster.

Michael was born in Los Angeles, and was 
a sexually precocious child. In fact, he says 
that he has been having sexual encounters 
with other males since he was 8 years old. 
The first time that he had anal sex, was age 
12, when he bottomed (!) for a cousin, and 
topped for the first time at age 17, with the 
woman who would later go on to become 
his wife. 

Seven years after that, at age 24, Michael 
came out of the closet. Back then he was 
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Michael Brandon has been completely drug 
and alcohol free. When asked why he thinks 
that crystal use is so prevalent amongst gays, 
he offers this: “Number one, it’s an escape for 
some of the stuff that homosexuals have to 
deal with. You know, family problems, soci-
ety problems, whatever. Number two is the 
sexual aspect to it. You know, sex on speed 
seems to be so much fun and so much more 
intense. But 9 years off of it I am having some 
pretty fucking hot sex.” 

Clean and sober, and free from incarcera-
tion, Michael made a return to the busi-
ness in 1999 in Late Night Porn from Stable 
Entertainment. Because he had been gone 
from the industry for so long, the casting 
director for that film actually took credit for 
“discovering” Michael, which still gives him a 
good laugh.  “The following year as a matter 
of fact, I got nominated for Best Newcomer 
because nobody had really seen the 9 or 10 
movies that I had done previously.” Lots of 
high-profile porn work followed that, most 

notably being showcased in two Phil St. John 
movies (Getting It At The Rave and Double 
Delights) that each featured Michael, along 
with another big-dicked top, double-pene-
trating an adventurous bottom. (The DP is 
a St. John specialty.) However, it wasn’t until 
he started working as a porn model for Rag-
ing Stallion Studios that Michael discovered 
a company that he wanted to work for be-
hind the camera. 

“Chris Ward, the president of Raging Stal-
lion, after I had worked with him a couple 
of times as a model, came to me and said, 
‘You know, I have been looking for a top like 
you,’” Michael told us. And thus the Monster 
Bang line of videos was born. Yes, Michael 
named his production company after his 
penis, which had made him such a big star. 
“Monster Bang was designed after Monster 
and my style of fucking, which is aggressive 
to the point of brutality. Bottoms know 
they have been fucked when I get done with 
them: Two or three big-dicked tops fucking 

the shit out of bottoms, and just 
passing them around and all of us 
kind of having our way with them.” 

But don’t look for any new videos 
starring Michael Brandon anytime 
soon. He has been in a committed, 
monogamous relationship for the 
past 3 years, and has retired both 
from performing in porn and from 

escorting as well. “I am abso-
lutely in love,” he declared. 

In addition to helming Monster 
Bang, Michael also works in pre-pro-
duction for all of the other Raging 
Stallion movies, and is still quite vis-
ible on the charity fundraiser circuit, 
particularly in the bay area. After 
almost 20 years, Michael Brandon 
is still a survivor that you can’t keep 
down.

See more of Michael Brandon at:
JustUsBoys/mag/53Photos courtesy of Raging Stallion Studios

http://JustUsBoys.com/mag/53
http://mancheck.com
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The first documented act 
of masturbation may 

well be the story of Onan 
in Genesis. Yes, I’m talk-
ing about the Bible. When 
Onan’s brother died and 
left his wife childless, it was 
Onan’s responsibility, ac-
cording to the laws of his 
tribe, to impregnate his 
brother’s wife. Onan be-
gan the task, but at the 
last minute he pulled out 
and jacked off onto the 
ground. God was so pissed, 
he smote Onan on the spot. 
Talk about a killer orgasm.

Masturbation has had a bad 
rep ever since. Not only is it 
a mortal sin (if you’re Roman 
Catholic), it will allegedly 
make you blind or retarded, 
or both, and it will cause 
hair to grow on your palms 
and on the soles of your 
feet. Since no one has ever 
seen a guy with hairy palms 
or soles, we must infer that 
nobody masturbates. Right.

Here are some toys whose 
manufacturers hope you 
will masturbate, and do so 
frequently. I tried out each 
and every one personally, 
and I swear by the hair of 
my chinny-chin-chin (since 
I have none on my palmy 
palm palm) that it’s all true.

The reigning champ of mas-
turbation devices right now 
is the Fleshjack. It’s prede-
cessor, the Fleshlight, was 
marketed to straights, until 
somebody got that prover-
bial better idea. The thing 
is designed to look like a 
flashlight — a big one. It is 

10 inches tall, 4 inches in di-
ameter at the wide end and 
nearly 2 ½ inches in diam-
eter at the narrow (handle) 
end.

When you pop the lid off, 
you see the insert. Depend-
ing on the model, you get a 

life-sized pair of lips, a tiny 
bubble-butt or a simple slot. 
The material is supposed to 
feel like real skin; the manu-
facturer has even trade-
marked a name for it: Real 
Feel Super Skin. (Warming 
is recommended so that it 
doesn’t feel like dead flesh.) 
It’s not silicone, latex or plas-
tic, but a secret patented 
substance.

The insert is hollow all the 
way through. All you need to 
do is dribble in some water-
based lubricant, apply more 
lube to your cock, and fuck. 
There’s a demo video, star-
ring Johnny Castle, at the 
Web site, or you can check 
out Bradley in Neighbor-
hood Buddies 5, who uses 
one in his solo. Sizzle.

Lots of options are available 
to customize your purchase. 
You can choose an outer 
case that is black, silver-
gray, white or clear. You 
can choose an insert that 
is pink or transparent. And 
for the inner tubing of the 

insert, you can choose won-
der wave (horizontal ribs), 
speed bump, super ribbed 
(more closely spaced ribs), 
original (smooth), tight and 
tighter.

The clear case with the 
transparent liner was cool 
because not only can you 

watch your cock going 
in and out, it also mag-
nifies your cock and 
makes it look huge. The 
feeling is awesome and 

no condom is required. I 
tested a smooth, ribbed and 
speed bump model. They’re 
all different enough to pro-
duce distinctly identifiable 
sensations. My favorite was 
the lips; the way they move 
when your cock is going 
in and out looks like a real 
mouth.

BoyZshop.com sells a simi-
lar device for about half the 
cost of the Fleshjack. It’s 
called the Honey Pot and it’s 
8.5 inches tall, 3.25 inches 
wide at the top and about 
the same size at the base as 
the Fleshjack. There’s only 
one color case (olive green), 
one color insert (flesh) a sin-
gle tubing (smooth) and two 
kinds of orifices — mouth 
or anus.

The Honey Pot has a feature 
unique to itself, however: 
there’s a vibrator in the base 
with a variable speed switch. 
The added tingle feels very 
nice, indeed.

If you have a thicker than 
average cock (I do), it 
may require considerable 

Refining Masturbation
   How to grow     hair on your palms and love it!
    by Ken Furtado

    WIN! A

AUTOGRAPHED
BY JACKSON WILD

enter at 
  JustUsBoys.com/mag/54

http://justusboys.com/mag/54
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amounts of pain or consid-
erable quantities of lube to 
negotiate the smaller diam-
eter of the Honeypot and 
the constriction in the case 
at the neck of the device. 
I did not like the packag-
ing, which features a busty 
model spreading the lips of 
her pussy.

The final device I tested, 
also provided by BoyZshop.

com, was the Robosuck II, 
a Doc Johnson product. A 
foot tall and 3 inches wide, 
at first glance it looks like 
a vacuum pump. You stick 
your cock into the knobby 
rubbery liner, adjust a slid-
ing bar that positions a band 
around the circumference 
of your cock, then operate 
the switches on the control 
unit. One switch operates 

a vibrator and the other 
switch causes the band to 
move back and forth, as if 
someone were giving strok-
ing your cock.

Compared to the vibrator 
on the Honeypot, this one 
was very noisy and you 
could hardly feel it. Since 
the constriction band can-
not be adjusted to the girth 
of your cock, the effective-
ness of the stroking is nil. 
The description for this 
product claims, “With so 
much happening to your 
cock, an orgasm is quickly 
coming,” but I doubt any-
one who uses the product 
would agree.

As with any sex toy, you 
want to be sure you clean 
all of these properly, so 
read the directions. The 
Fleshjack in particular is 
very fussy in its require-
ments and can be damaged 
by soaps, talcum powder 
or silicone-based lubes. If 
you spend $70 plus tax and 
shipping on a product, you 
don’t want to ruin it after 
one use or find it fuzzy 
with mold the next time 
you pop the lid off.

- Check out the hardcore 
video of our hot coverboy 
Jackson giving his Flesh-
jack a workout by visiting: 
JustUsBoys.com/mag/54

- See more photos of 
the products men-
tioned in this article at: 
 JustUsBoys.com/mag/55

http://justusboys.com/mag/54
http://justusboys.com/mag/55
http://gayvnawards.com
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Danny
SeanCody
Age: 20
Got his amazing body from work-
ing on his farm in Kansas
See more: JustUsBoys.com/mag/56

Giovanni
BrokeStraightBoys
Age: 18
This college wrestler is addicted 
to coffee and has a weakness for 
Dunkin’ Donuts.
See more: JustUsBoys.com/mag/57

Tristan Baldwin
JakeCruise
Age: 20
This cocky hunk loves having sex in 
front of a big crowd.
See more: JustUsBoys.com/mag/58

Heriberto
SeanCody
Age: 23
Loves to Show off his huge uncut tool.
See more: JustUsBoys.com/mag/59
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Jay Swift
MikeHancock
Age: 21
His sexual fantasy is to have sex with a Brazilian and Asian woman at the same time.
See more: JustUsBoys.com/mag/60
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Derek
PerfectGuyz
Age: 20
Keeps busy with athletic endeav-
ors like surfing, snowboarding, 
and working full-time as a personal 
trainer.
See more: JustUsBoys.com/mag/61

2

Chad
TommyD
Age: 20
He loves car racing and being 
around sexy people.
See more: JustUsBoys.com/mag/62
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Peyton Holt: 
The Hunk Next Door
 In the March issue of Men

There’s something about Southern 
men. When Peyton Holt agreed to 
have nude photos snapped for the 
first time, he wasn’t sure exactly 
what he was getting into. What 
would his folks or his old military 
buddies say?

Well, a southern gentlemen like 
Peyton won’t keep the profession-
als waiting. So he shucked his ner-
vousness as quickly as he shed his 
jeans, and as you’ll see in the March 
issue of Men magazine, Peyton is a 
southern Adonis.

“Frankly, I was pretending to be 
someone else during that shoot,” 
says the studly 36-year-old. “And 
whoever the heck that was, he was 
having an awful lot of fun!”

Visit JustUsBoys.com/mag/63 for 
more “Men” from Men Magazine

Photos by Body Image / Production by 
MenMachine.com

http://www.angryyoungman.com
http://www.manifestmen.com
http://www.bananaguide.com
http://JustUsBoys.com/mag/63
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He was definitely the “twinkiest” of the exclusives at that time. Since those were the early days 
of that company, he paved the way for today’s models like Josh Vaughn and Cameron Mar-

shall. He quickly garnered a large fanbase, appearing on the boxcovers of both Starting Young and 
Little Big League (both of which went on to become franchises for the company), as well as In The 
Can. (His scene opposite Julian Pierce in Starting Young was a real scorcher!) He also appeared in 
Seeing Stars, which was a vehicle for fellow Rascal Exclusive Theo Blake. Despite his popularity, 
Robbie quietly left the business in 2004, to pursue a career in accounting. However, he would 
still make the occasional cameo appearance at Chi Chi’s West Hollywood nightclub event Dirty 
Deeds. Although he is no longer making adult films, Robbie’s star still shines bright, and we wish 
him all the best.

Robbie Angel first burst 

onto the scene as a resi-

dent of Chi Chi LaRue’s 

now-defunct Live And 

Raw Hotel cam-house/

website. His beauty and 

raw sexual energy and 

popularity amongst surf-

ers made it a no-brainer 

that he would be signed 

as an exclusive model for 

her Rascal Video line. 

FLASHBACK:

ROBBIE ANGEL
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They say the “Eyes are the windows to the soul” and when you gaze into the 
deep blue eyes of Bobby Clark, you cannot help but become mesmerized.  At 
23 years of age, Clark has that certain something that just oozes sensuality 
and the camera certainly loves him.  To date, Clark has only appeared in solo 

scenes as he is self identified as straight.  However, he is quick to point out “most of my 
friends are gay and I love going out with my friends to the local gay bars!”  We love a 
straight guy who is totally comfortable within his skin!

Although Bobby enjoys football, living in Florida allows him to pursue his true athletic 
passion of wakeboarding year round.  “I love being out on the water and the adrena-
line rush I get when perfecting a new trick on my board.”  We at JUB can think of a 
few other tricks we would like to see from Bobby!  With his All American good looks, 
dynamic personality and athletic prowess, we are sure that we will be seeing a lot more 
of Bobby in the future.

For a more intimate look at Bobby Clark, check out his latest scenes at CockyBoys.com, 
CollegeDudes247 and Playgirl.tv.  He is represented by FabScout Entertainment.

See more of Bobby Clark by visiting our website at JustUsBoys.com/mag/64  

STAR ON THE RISE:

BOBBY
CLARK

http://justusboys.com/mag/64
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